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OPERATION OF A PULSED ELECTROTHERMAL DEVICE
WITH THE XRAM INDUCTIVE GENERATOR

J. Ashkenazy. R. Cerny. M. Kanter and Z. Kaplan

Soreq Nuclear Research Center
Yavne 70600. Israel

Abstract is the limited current capability of opening switches.
This limitation can be extended by employing a

The XRAM inductive generator is proposed as a scheme of multiple opening switches, sharing the load
possible candidate for power conditioning of pulsed current among them. One such circuit is the XRAM
electric thrusters. It is a current multiplier consist- generator5 . It consists of a number of inductors which
ing of a number of inductors, which are charged in are charged at low current in series and discharged in
series and discharged in parallel. Solid state switches parallel (Fig. 1) to achieve a high current. This cir-
are used to switch between the two operating modes. cuit is a current multiplier and, in a sense, is the dual
This circuit, has certain unique properties which aug- of the well-known MARX generator, hence its name.
ment the potential advantages of conventional induc- Commercially available GTO's (Gate Turn Off thyris-
tive storage for space applications. An experimental tors) are used to switch between the two operating
four-stage XRAM was tested with a resistive load and modes. Shaping of the pulse-rise can be accomplished
with an electrothermal device, which is characterized by programing the timing of the switching action. The
by a nonlinear resistance. A comparison of measure- use of solid state switches combined with inductors,
ments with theoretical predictions shows a qualitative is especially beneficial in space missions, where long
agreement. operating life is required. By varying the number of

inductors and their inductance, the XRAM generator

I Introduction can be designed to meet various demands according
to the load impedance, the discharge duration and the

Some types of electric thrusters under development characteristics of the prime power source. The main

operate in a pulsed mode, e.g. the pulsed el'c- design limiting factor is the current rating of available

trothermal thruster' and MW-class quasi-steady-state GTOs.

MPI) thrusters 2 . With the much higher instantaneous An experimental four-stage XRAM was designed

power of pulse(d systems, higher specific impulse and aii ld built, for the purpose of proving the concept.

efficiency can be obtained. In laboratory experiments, The XRAM generator was tested with a resistive load.

the power conditioning is usually accomplished using a 'Then, it was operated for the first time with an elec-

pulse forming network (PFN), where the energy from trothermal load. The electrothermal load is essentially

the low power prime source is stored in capacitors. An a high pressure discharge capillary, similar in kind to

attractive alternative for space applications is to use the pulsed electrothermal thruster'. Since the main

inductive storage technology, where the energy from purpose here was to investigate the electrical proper-

the prime source is stored in the magnetic field of in- t ies o f t is co m b i n ed operation, no attempt was made

ductors. Inductive storage has potentially a consid- at this stage to work in a repetitive mode or to use

,rable advantage over capacitive storage in terms of a supersonic nozzle. Theoretical analysis" shows that

energy density 3 , since the energy density of induc- this electrothermal load behaves as a nonlinear resis-

tors is limited by the mechanical strengith of their tor, 1? x -'/ , where the proportionality factor de-

structural material whereas capacitors are limited by pends on the dimensions (length and radius) of the

voltage breakdown of materials. This corresponds to capillary and on the degree of ionization. Unlike a

ass and volume savings which are of great impor- conventional L-R circuit where the current decays ex-
lance in space applications. In addition, being esse- ponentially, Ithe timn e dependence with this kind of

nonlinear resistance obeys a power law with a inite

tially a current source, inductive storage seems to be n o ni near resistance obeys a power law with a finite

more suitable for the relatively low impedance of elec- decay time to zero. 'Te higher the peak curre l lt the
Iric thlrusters. 'Tl use of inductiiv, storage for IMP') longer is the decay time. 'This kind of behavior wasolrsrv tue in th(e expenirimengfrts.
lhruslers was studi<d lin the past", and was shown to observed in the experiments.

li preferable for high power systems. Sction 11 explains thIe operation of a general

Sin)r prolm l witi hi storage XHAM circui t and descri,es thle ( xperinmental four-
A ajlo)r iproleh.m a..,cia,, wih imlwi ,i storage
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ing resistance is 22 mi. The four inductors were com-
- .. pactly stacked in order to increase the mutual coupling

s, s s / and as a result the energy storage capacity. The total
,e s, 2 L s, , L), inductance, when connected in series, is 7.8 mH, which

-- - is about three times larger than that of the four uncou-
/ s/ pled inductors. When connected in parallel, the mea-

T-  
sured inductance is 0.46 mH. The asymmetric GTO
type DG508SH with a rated 7 controllable repetitive
current of 1.8 kA, was used as an opening switch. In a
single mode operation, a maximum interruption cur-

Figure 1: Schematic of the XRAM inductive genera- rent of 3.2 kA has been achieved. In the experiments
tor; The horizontal switches in this drawing are closed done so far, a 25 mF, 40 kJ electrolytic capacitor bank
in the charging mode, while the vertical ones are open. was used as the prime power source. It will be replaced
In the discharge mode the state of each switch is re- in the near future by a battery bank, which will enable
versed, to test the circuit in a repetitive mode.

The reliable operation of inductive storage systems
stage XRAM. Section III briefly describes the elec- depends on the prevention of transients. For that pur-
trothermal load, and analyzes its electrical behavior pose, the actual circuit is somewhat more complicated
when operated with the XRAM generator. Section than the one shown in Fig. 2. The GTOs are pro-
IV describes some of the measurements. A peak dis- tected with a low inductance standard snubber and
charge current of 10 kA with a resistive load and 8.5 an antiparallel diode. The SCRs are protected with a
kA with an electrothermal load were obtained in these snubber and their gate is shorted to the cathode ex-
measurements. The measured current and voltage of cept during triggerings. A nonlinear resistance MOV
the electrothermal load is compared to results of the is connected in parallel to each of the inductors, in
analysis of section III. order to limit voltage transients. To assure "make be-

fore break" action, the control unit delays the open-
ing of a GTO by 8 jpsec after closing the SCR of the

II The XRAM circuit same module. In addition, all the signals between the
control unit and the circuit are transmitted via fiber

A general XRAM circuit is shown in Fig. 2. It optics. The power supply, which charges the capacitor
consists of n modules and of GTO-0 which controls bank, is connected to the mains through an isolating
the charging time. Each of the first n - 1 modules transformer.
consists of an inductor Lj with a winding resistance
Rj, an opening switch GTO-j, a closing switch SCR-j
and a diode Dj. The last stage is an inductor without III The electrothermal load
switching elements.

Before charging, GTO-1 through GTO-n - 1 are The electrothermal load is essentially a high pres-
closed, while all the SCRs are open. Hence, by closing sure discharge capillary, similar in kind to the pulsed
GTO-0 the inductors are charged in series. When the electrothermal thruster'. It is a narrow polyethylene
charging current reaches lo, GTO-0 is disconnected, pipe, placed between two electrodes, one of which is
and as a result the current loop closes through the n hollow. The plasma inside the pipe is heated resis-
inductors and their winding resistances, the load RI tively by the discharge current, and looses energy,
and D1. If, after a certain time interval tl, at which mainly by radiation, to the walls. This energy is re-
the discharge current has decayed to I(tl), a control turned as enthalpy of ablated capillary material, which
signal changes the states of GTO-1 and SCR-1, then is added to the plasma. As a result, a high pressure
the current closes through two loops which are con- is developed inside the capillary, causing a mass flow
nected in parallel to the load. The first loop goes from outward through the open electrode. As the main pur-
L1 through SCR-1, R; and D1, while the second loop pose of the present work was to investigate the electri-
goes through the rest of the inductors, R1 and D2 . The cal properties of the combined operation of the elec-
resulting load current is now 2-I(ti). As more modules trothermal load with the XRAM circuit, no attempt
are switched in the same manner the load current will was made at this stage to use a supersonic nozzle or to
increase accordingly. This process can continue until work in a repetitive mode. The plasma was initiated
all the inductors are connected in parallel to the load by electrically evaporating a thin metal wire, which
and, as a result, we get approximately n-fold current was introduced between the electrodes inside the cap-
multiplication. illary.

An experimental four-stage XRAM was assembled A theoretical model, developed by Loeb and
for the purpose of investigating this technology. The Kaplan 6 , analyzes the quasi-steady-state operation of
self-inductance of each coil is 0.705 mH, while its wind- the discharge capillary. It is based on the assumptions
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Figure 2: A general n-stage XRAM circuit

that the plasma in the pipe is optically thick, that the alytically for the nonlinear resistance of Eq. (1):
heat exchange between the plasma and the walls is
dominated by radiation and that the temperature and I(t) = Ij[1 - 6J t"16 (3)
density do not change significantly along the capillary. 11 L
Spitzer resistivity, corrected for the presence of neutral where Rp is the capillary resistance at the peak cur-
atoms, is assumed also. In addition, since the exter- rent. This behavior, which differs from the well-known
nal pressure vanishes and since a supersonic nozzle was exponential decay of L - R circuits, is caused by the
not used in these experiments, the exit flow velocity is nonlinearity of the electrothermal load. The increase
taken to be equal to the plasma sound velocity. Apply- in the resistance as the current decays, accelerates the
ing energy and mass conservation, the electrical and decay rate. As a result, we get a finite decay time
fluid-dynamic plasma properties are then described as to zero: to = L . This may represent another
functions of the capillary geometry (length and radius) advantage of operating similar devices with inductive
and the current. The expression for the capillary re- storage, as we get a well-defined pulse while, in con-
sistance which results is given by 6 (MKS): trast to the PFN, the problem of matching to the vari-

Re = 0.2710/"la- 3 / 11 I - 6/11, (1) able nonlinear resistance is avoided.
The variations in / can be taken into account by

where I and a are the capillary length and radius re- solving Eq. (2) numerically, coupled to the capillary
spectively, and I is the current. # = 1 +Veo/Ve, where model 6'8 . When this is done, it is found that the cur-
Veo and vei are the electron-neutral and electron- rent decay to zero is even faster than predicted by
ion collision frequencies respectively. /, which rep- Eq. (3). This behavior is caused by the decrease of
resents the contribution of neutral particles to the re- the plasma temperature with the current, from which
sistivity, is calculated through the appropriate Saha follows the increase in /. As a result, the resistance
equations 6"'. At high plasma temperatures, 3 w 1, increase with the current decay is faster than the ex-
but for T < 2 eV, its contribution to the resistance is plicit dependence of Eq. (1). Fig. 3 shows current

not negligible, and voltage pulses, calculated by solving Eq. (2) cou-
As explained in the previous section, the peak dis- pled to the capillary model. In this simulation: I = 58

charge current Ip is obtained when all the XRAM in- mm, a = 3.25 mm, L = 0.46 mH and Ip = 8.5 kA.
ductors are connected in parallel to the load. Taking RP, the calculated resistance at t = 0, is equal to 116
the case of relatively short rise-time and neglecting the mQ. As can be seen, the current decays to zero in 4.6
coil resistance, the circuit equation will be: msec, i.e. shorter than the 7.3 msec expected from

Eq. (3). The nonlinearity of the electrothermal load

RI + L- = 0 (2) is demonstrated also by the voltage pulse, which dif-
dt fers significantly from the current. The voltage decays

where L is the inductance of the coils in parallel. Ne- very slowly over most of the pulse with a small spike

glecting changes in /, this equation can he solved an- and a sharp fall toward the end.
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Figure 3: Simulated current and voltage of an inductive discharge through the electrothermal load, for: = 58
mm. a - 3 25 mm. I -- 46 nI. and 1, - 5 kA
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1 igurc 1: Measured charge and discharge curnits Figure 5: Two measured discharge currents with a
with a resistive load of 0.1 0. resistive load of 0.1 0, demonstrating the pulse-riseshaping capability of the XRAM.

IV Measurements

n earlier measurements, intended to verify the reli- se with a igh voltage probe. A

able operation of the XRAM, it was tested with a 0.1 f comparison of these results with the simulated current
resistive load. The load current was measured with a and voltage of Fig. 3, which were calculated for the
Rogowski coil. Fig. 4 shows a typical charge/discharge same conditions, shows a qualitative agreement. As
cycle with this load. The inductors were charged up to predicted, the current decays to zero at a finite time,

2.56 kA in 20 msec, corresponding to 25.5 k. Apply- 2.8 mse s compared to the calcu-

ing relatively short switching steps (50 sec), a peak

discharge current of 10 kA was obtained with energy the almost constant behavior with the small spike and

transfer efficiency to the load of 84%. Fig. 5 shows sharp fall at the end of the pulse, predicted by simu-two measured discharge currents, demonstrating the lation. However, as can be seen, the measured voltage

pulse-shaping capability of the XRAM. In one case, values are generally larger than the calculated values.

.shaping capability of the XRAM.

witI two different capillary geometries and at vari-

ose discharge current s. The maximus tee peak curren These es s e elaed
obtained so far is 8.5 kA. In thi as eparticular test, in V Co i wnc wlusions te o

which tse capillary length was 58 mm and its diam-

eter 6.5 mm, an energy of 15.2 k.i was transferred to in is papert, we proposed e XRAM inductives
the load with the same efficiency as with e resistive generator as a possible candidate for power condition-

tr er l r eIthe la . i 5 o sarhs

ld. Thire measured clar d cent and otage cpulses ingue 5of puld leatri rusters. Thisc circuit cminesh

with a resistive load of .1 . reIn thsisti ve load of 0.1 , de onstrating te pulse-rise
Ssthep p shap ing capabilityi s of tth XpM.

able operation of the XRAM, it was tested with a 0.1 comparn ison of these results with te simulated current

ofhis test are shown in Fi . he lvoltage eas mea- the aadvasntags of wionven ional inductive sorage with

cycle with this load. The inductors were charged up to predicted, the crrt decays to zero at a finite time,

ing relatively short switching steps (50 tesec) , a peak C ote all sms cnstnsehavr it h ithe sm ll siea nd
discharge current of 10 kA was obtained with energy si ap al at
transfer efficiency to the load of 84a. Fig. 5 shows . the end of the pulse, predicted by sinu-

t load withto the same efficiency as with (lie esisti values are generally larger than the calculated values.
the discharge current is switched in three 50 pues In T se q eantitative discrepancies ca u be eplained by

Ths test aleXRA g n was teste wth the dc- resistance is yet not. understlood and nigito be a result

I1
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Figure 6: Measured current and voltage pulses of the electrothermnal load (1 = 58 mm, a = 3.25 inn). For
t > 0, all the inductors are in parallel (L = 0.46 mil).

its unique properties. The limited current capabil- [3] D. It. Sadedin, The Minimum Mass of Some
ity of opening switches is overcome, by employing a Pulse Power Source Components, 7

th IEEE
scheme of multiple opening switches, sharing the load Pulsed Power Conf., Monterey, Ca, June 1989.
current among them. Using solid state switches to-
gether with inductors ensures a long operating life. [4] L. K. Rudolph and R. M. Jones, Inductive Energy

The ability to change the effective inductance between Storage for MPD Thrusters, J. Spacecraft, Vol.

the charge and discharge modes allows for more flexi- 17, No. 5, Sept.-Oct. 1980, pp. 440-446.

bility in matching between the prime power source and [5] M. Kanter, G. Michael, Z. Kaplan and A. Loeb,
the thruster. This circuit has also a certain degree of Inductive Programmed Generator for Electrother-
pulse-shaping capability. mal Guns, IEEE Trans. Magnetics, Vol. 25, No.

An experimental four-stage XRAM demonstrated 1, Jan. 1989, pp. 280-283.
that this concept is realizable. It was tested first with a
resistive load and then with an electrothermal device [6] A. Loeb and Z. Kaplan, A theoretical model for
- a high pressure discharge capillary. A theoretical the physical processes in the confined high pres-
analysis showed that the inductive discharge through sure discharges of electrothermal launchers, IEEE
the nonlinear electrothermal load is characterized by Trans. Magnetics, Vol. 25, No. 1, Jan. 1989, pp.
a finite decay time to zero and by an almost constant 342-346.
voltage during the discharge. This kind of behavior
was observed in the measurements. The qualitative [7] Marcony Electronic )evices - Selection Chart,

discrepancies between theory and measurements may 1987.

indicate the need for an improved model for the elec- [8] J. Ashkenazy, RI. Kipper and M. Caner, Spectro-
trothermal device. scopic measurements of electron density of capil-

lary plasma based on Stark broadening of hydro-
gen lines, Physical Review A, Vol. 43, No. 10, pp.
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